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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL R. NOACK

CASE NO. GR-2014-0007

SEPTEMBER 2013

1

Q. WOULD YOU PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS1

ADDRESS?2

A. My name is Michael R. Noack and my business address is 3420 Broadway,3

Kansas City, Missouri 64111.4

5

Q. WHO ARE YOU EMPLOYED BY?6

A. I am employed by Missouri Gas Energy (MGE), a division of Laclede Gas7

Company (Company), as Director of Pricing and Regulatory Affairs.8

9

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL10

EXPERIENCE.11

A. I received a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with a major in12

Accounting from the University of Missouri in Columbia. Upon graduation, I13

was employed by Troupe Kehoe Whiteaker & Kent (TKWK), a Certified Public14

Accounting Firm in Kansas City, Missouri. I spent approximately 20 years15

working with TKWK or firms that were formed from former TKWK employees16

or partners. I was involved during that time in public utility consulting and17

financial accounting, concentrating primarily on rate cases for electric and gas18

utilities and financial audits of independent telephone companies across the19

United States. In 1992, I started Carleton B. Fox Co. Inc. of Kansas City which20

was an energy consulting company specializing in billing analysis and tariff21

selection for large commercial and industrial customers. In July of 2000, I started22
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my employment with MGE. Presently I hold in good standing a Certified Public1

Accountant certificate in the State of Kansas.2

3

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY4

5

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS6

PROCEEDING?7

A. The purpose of my testimony is to support MGE’s requested revenue increase of8

$23,384,260, or 4.9% of adjusted revenues. The revenue deficiency is supported9

by Schedule MRN-1, sections A through H, which is attached to this testimony. I10

will be responsible for sponsoring most of the adjustments made to the test year11

ending April 30, 2013, which support the revenue deficiency.12

13

Q. WHEN DID MGE LAST FILE FOR A GENERAL RATE INCREASE?14

A. MGE’s last general rate case was filed on April 2, 2009, or almost four and a half15

years ago.16

17

Q. WHY DOES MGE NEED TO FILE FOR A GENERAL RATE INCREASE?18

A. Besides not achieving its authorized rate of return, MGE must file a rate case19

within three years of September 18, 2010, when Infrastructure System20

Replacement Surcharge (“ISRS”) rates first became effective after MGE’s last21

general rate case, in order to continue to collect the ISRS rates approved by the22

Commission in accordance with Sections 393.1009, 393.1012 and 393.1015,23

RSMo and Commission Rule 4 CSR 240-3.265.24
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Q. WHY IS MGE NO LONGER EARNING ITS AUTHORIZED RATE OF1

RETURN?2

A. MGE is no longer earning its authorized rate of return for two primary reasons:3

1. Plant in service has increased approximately $109 million since4

MGE’s last rate case; and5

2. Operating expenses, as adjusted, are approximately $22 million6

higher primarily due to higher depreciation expense and taxes7

related to the increase in plant and to rising employee related costs.8

9

2. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS10

11

Q. MR. NOACK, WOULD YOU PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE DIFFERENT12

SECTIONS OF SCHEDULE MRN-1 ATTACHED TO YOUR DIRECT13

TESTIMONY?14

A. Schedule A summarizes the revenue deficiency at April 30, 2013.15

Schedule B summarizes and supports the various rate base components.16

Schedule C summarizes and supports plant in service.17

Schedule D summarizes and supports reserve for depreciation.18

Schedule E summarizes and supports the various working capital components.19

Schedule F summarizes the rate of return.20

Schedule H summarizes and supports the operating income statement &21

adjustments.22

Q. WHAT IS THE TEST YEAR USED TO DEVELOP MGE’S REVENUE23

REQUIREMENT?24
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A. The test year is the twelve months ending April 30, 2013, adjusted for known and1

measurable changes.2

3

Q. WILL MGE BE REQUESTING THAT THE TEST YEAR BE UPDATED?4

A. Yes. MGE is requesting that the test year be updated through September 30,5

2013. This is consistent with the process used in all four of the MGE rate cases I6

have supervised since 2000. MGE believes that this approach will provide a7

relatively current time period of actual experience on which to base rates, while at8

the same time providing an opportunity for the Commission Staff and other9

parties to audit this actual experience.10

11

Q. IS MGE REQUESTING A “TRUE-UP” PROCESS?12

A. No. At this time, MGE believes that its recommended update of costs, revenues13

and rate base through September 30, 2013 should be sufficient to establish a14

reasonable and representative cost of service. I should note, however, that as this15

proceeding unfolds there may be a need to revisit this issue depending on the16

positions taken by other parties. There also may be a need to consider certain17

additional changes in accounting practices, orders or procedures or in tariff18

modifications to reflect operational changes as the integration process proceeds.19

20

3. REVENUE DEFICIENCY21

22

Q. MR. NOACK, WOULD YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN SCHEDULE A23

ATTACHED TO YOUR TESTIMONY?24
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A. Yes. Schedule A is a summary of the MGE revenue deficiency for the test year1

ended April 30, 2013. The schedule summarizes the rate base, rate of return,2

required net operating income, adjusted net operating income and, finally, the3

revenue deficiency. The net revenue deficiency shown on Schedule A is4

$23,384,260, or an approximate increase of 4.9% over as adjusted revenues. The5

increase in revenue will be offset partially by the elimination and corresponding6

inclusion in base rates of $6,343,452 of ISRS revenues that are currently being7

collected by the Company resulting in a net revenue increase of $17,040,808, for8

an increase of 3.57%.9

Schedule A-1 is the summary of net operating income per books for the test year10

ending April 30, 2013, a summary of the adjustments made to operations, and11

finally, the net operating income, as adjusted.12

Schedule A-2 is a summary income tax computation both per books and as13

adjusted for the twelve months ending April 30, 2013.14

Q. MR. NOACK, WOULD YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE SCHEDULE B, THE15

CALCULATION OF RATE BASE?16

17

A. Schedule B summarizes the requested rate base of MGE at April 30, 2013. Total18

rate base of $565,169,190 consists of net plant of $636,980,171, Working Capital19

of $65,444,236, and the balance of Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes and20

other rate base offsets of $137,255,218.21

22

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN RATE BASE23

OTHER THAN NET PLANT IN SERVICE.24
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A. Generally, there are three types of costs and related approaches considered in1

developing rate base. The first type of cost and approach relates to amounts that2

are included in rate base in compliance with Commission Orders. Prepaid3

Pension Assets is an example of such an item.4

The second type of cost and approach relates to amounts that fluctuate monthly5

due to many variables. Adjusting any one of these costs at a date specific may not6

provide a reasonable basis for determining an appropriate level of on-going cost7

of service. Specifically, a thirteen-month average has been utilized to more8

accurately reflect the on-going nature of these fluctuating balances.9

The third type of cost and approach relates to actual test period amounts that are10

adjusted for known and measurable changes that have occurred or will take place11

prior to a determination of the rates that should be placed into effect. These12

adjustments minimize the effects of regulatory lag. The objective is to establish13

rates prospectively, synchronizing the cost of service with the revenue stream so14

that MGE in fact has a reasonable opportunity to earn its authorized rate of return.15

16

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE COSTS THAT ARE AFFORDED A THIRTEEN-17

MONTH AVERAGE.18

A. The rate base items afforded a thirteen-month average are material and supplies19

inventory, prepayments and natural gas in storage, as well as the rate base offsets20

of customer deposits and customer advances. Schedules B-1 and B-2 show the21

monthly amounts related to customer deposits and customer advances,22

respectively. Schedule E provides a summary of all working capital components23
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with the monthly amounts for Materials and Supplies, Prepayments and natural1

gas in storage being shown on Schedules E-1,E-2 and E-3 respectively.2

3

Q. HAVE YOU ALSO INCLUDED A CASH WORKING CAPITAL4

COMPONENT OF RATE BASE AT APRIL 30, 2013?5

A. Yes. The amount of cash working capital included in rate base is $9,040,872.6

7

Q. HAVE YOU INCLUDED ANY OTHER WORKING CAPITAL8

COMPONENTS IN YOUR RATE BASE?9

A. Yes. Schedule E-4 includes the Net Prepaid Pension Asset and the Deferred10

Energy Efficiency Program Costs in the working capital component of rate base.11

12

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR SCHEDULE OF PLANT IN SERVICE.13

A. Schedule C, page 1 of 2 summarizes the various categories of plant investment14

including the direct plant MGE accounts for on its books; completed construction15

not classified; construction work in progress; and any adjustments. There is only16

one adjustment included in the April 30, 2013 plant in service balance and that17

adjustment eliminates from rate base the investment in inactive services. This18

adjustment, while not having a direct effect on rate base since the retirement19

decreases both plant and accumulated depreciation by the same amount, does20

decrease depreciation expense for the test year.21

22

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ADJUSTMENTS TO OPERATING INCOME23

THAT YOU ARE SPONSORING ON SCHEDULE H.24
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A. Schedule H, consisting of 17 sub-schedules, details all of the adjustments made to1

cost of service. The first two pages of Schedule H detail the operating income2

statement summarized by the uniform system of accounts. It shows the test year3

balances per books at April 30, 2013, a summary of the pro forma adjustments to4

each account and finally the adjusted balance at April 30, 2013. The next four5

pages detail each adjustment individually by FERC account number.6

Schedule H-1 is the detail of test year margin revenue after backing out purchased7

gas adjustment revenue and gross receipts taxes billed, while Schedule H-28

summarizes the revenue adjustments that are being sponsored by MGE witness9

Jay Cummings. Schedule H-3 removes purchased gas costs from the operating10

income statement. These expenses should not be included in the determination of11

the cost of service. Purchased gas costs are recovered through the PGA12

mechanism and not base rates.13

14

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PAYROLL RELATED ADJUSTMENTS.15

A. Pro forma payroll and the related payroll adjustment are detailed by account16

number on Schedule H-4. The adjustment takes into consideration the employee17

levels at April 30, 2013, adjusted for known changes through July 20, 2013, and18

the level of wages that are known and measurable as of that same date. The pro19

forma level also includes overtime, which was based on actual overtime hours20

worked during the test year. Dividing total pro forma payroll charged to21

operating expenses by total pro forma payroll developed a payroll expense ratio.22

This payroll expense ratio was subsequently applied to the pro forma levels of23

employee benefits, payroll taxes and injuries and damages.24
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Payroll taxes on Schedule H-6 are adjusted for the payroll annualization.1

2

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN YOUR ADJUSTMENT TO EMPLOYEE3

BENEFITS?4

A. The adjustment to employee benefits on Schedule H-5 normalizes all expenses5

representing employee benefits paid on behalf of employees. Included in these6

benefits is the FAS 87 pension expense, which represents the cash funding7

scheduled to be made for 2014. Also included is amortization of the FAS 878

regulatory asset on MGE’s books at April 30, 2013.9

Other benefits expense costs include insurance, FAS 106 post retirement benefit10

costs which is currently zero, 401k costs and other miscellaneous employee11

benefit costs charged to account 926. These pro forma costs were then multiplied12

by the payroll expense ratio to arrive at the adjustment to operating expenses.13

14

Q. WHAT ADJUSTMENT HAVE YOU MADE TO PROPERTY INSURANCE15

AND INJURIES AND DAMAGES?16

A. Schedule H-7 normalizes the property insurance and injuries and damages by17

taking a three-year average of worker compensation claims paid and auto and18

general liability claims paid and adding that average to the insurance premiums19

expected to be paid on behalf of MGE. The test year payroll expense to capital20

ratio is then applied to the normalized injuries and damages cost in order to21

compute the normalized test year operating expense.22

Q. WHY HAVE YOU MADE AN ADJUSTMENT TO TEST YEAR23

INSURANCE COSTS?24
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A. The adjustment has been made to reflect known and measurable increases in1

premium costs for MGE. Those costs have been included as a test year expense2

on Schedule H-7.3

4

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN SCHEDULE H-8.5

A. Beginning September 1, 2013, with the sale of MGE’s assets to Laclede, there6

will no longer be any joint and common corporate functions allocated to MGE by7

Energy Transfer or Southern Union. Those corporate functions will now be the8

responsibility of Laclede and the allocation of costs will come from Laclede.9

The current estimated allocation of these costs is $5.9 million. Since that amount10

slightly exceeds the ceiling established for such costs in Case No. GR-2009-0355,11

as adjusted for inflationary increases, I have recognized the ceiling amount12

consistent with the Stipulation and Agreement approved by the Commission in13

Case No. GM-2013-0254. Schedule H-8 decreases administrative and general14

expenses to reflect the estimate of allocated joint and common corporate functions15

to MGE for the test year. These functions support the ongoing operations of16

MGE and include accounting, taxes, shareholder relations, treasury, human17

resources, environmental and legal.18

19

Q. HAVE YOU PROPOSED AN ADJUSTMENT TO UNCOLLECTIBLE20

EXPENSE?21

A. Yes. I have increased bad debt expense or uncollectible expense by $4,372,730.22

23

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW YOU COMPUTED THE ADJUSTMENT.24
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A. The adjustment was computed by averaging bad debt write-offs for 2011 through1

2013 and comparing that average to the bad debt expense recorded in the test year2

ending April 30, 2013. Thus, the average write-offs of $5,901,935 were3

compared to the actual expense of $1,529,205 to obtain the amount of the4

adjustment. The use of a three year average is consistent with the practice5

customarily used in MGE’s prior cases to derive a normalized level of bad debt6

expense.7

8

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE ADJUSTMENT TO REGULATORY9

COMMISSION EXPENSE.10

A. This adjustment on Schedule H-10 first amortizes expected rate case expense over11

a two-year period or the period of the rate case moratorium included in the12

stipulation and agreement in GM-2013-0254, and the cost of the current13

depreciation study over a five-year period, and annualizes the National14

Association of Regulatory Utilities Commissioners (“NARUC”) and Missouri15

Public Service Commission (“MPSC”)assessments based on invoices received in16

2013.17

18

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF SCHEDULE H-11?19

A. Schedule H-11 computes interest on the average thirteen-month balance of20

residential customer deposits at an interest rate of 4.25% or 1% over the prime21

rate as of April 30, 2013, consistent with MGE’s tariff Sheet No. R-14 and on the22

average thirteen-month balance of commercial customer deposits at the statutory23

interest rate of 3.00%.24
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Q. HAVE YOU PROPOSED AN ADJUSTMENT TO DEPRECIATION1

EXPENSE?2

A. Yes. Schedule H-12 details the adjustment to depreciation expense based upon3

the level of plant investment at April 30, 2013. The adjustment being proposed4

on schedule H-12 annualizes depreciation expense based on the year end levels of5

plant using the current depreciation rates approved by the Commission in Case6

No. GR-2009-0355.7

8

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ADJUSTMENT TO AMORTIZATION9

EXPENSE.10

A. Schedule H-13 details the pro forma amortization expense. The adjustment11

consists of three parts. The first part annualizes the amortization of all leasehold12

improvements and miscellaneous intangible plant at April 30, 2013. The second13

part of the adjustment computes amortization of deferred energy efficiency14

program costs based upon a requested ten-year amortization period. The third15

part of the adjustment amortizes the balance of the deferred Kansas Property16

Taxes over a five year period.17

18

Q. HAS THE KANSAS SUPREME COURT DECIDED THE LEGALITY OF19

THE ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES ON THE GAS STORED20

UNDERGROUND?21

A. As of September 13, 2013, there still has not been a decision issued by the Kansas22

Supreme Court on this issue. As of April 30, 2013, MGE has deferred $7,007,71623

of property taxes on the gas stored underground for the years 2009 to the present.24
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Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ADJUSTMENT TO PROPERTY TAXES.1

A. Schedule H-14 synchronizes ad valorem taxes with plant in service excluding2

intangible plant at April 30, 2013. The property tax rate is based on the 20123

actual property tax paid on 2011 plant balances. Property taxes have also been4

increased to include an estimated amount for Kansas property tax on gas in5

storage in Kansas.6

7

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN SCHEDULE H-15.8

A. Schedule H-15 annualizes rent expense by reflecting the current levels of sublet9

rent payments being received from tenants.10

11

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN SCHEDULE H-16.12

A. Schedule H-16 eliminates the cost of contract lobbyists from the cost of service13

and also eliminates the Service and Royalty Fees assessed by Southern Union in14

May and June 2012, which were included in test year expenses.15

16

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN SCHEDULE H-17.17

A. Currently, MGE has included in rates $750,000 for low-income weatherization18

programs administered by the City of Kansas City, Missouri, and several other19

social agencies located in the other parts of MGE’s service territories. MGE20

would recommend that this level of funding continue along with the $750,000 of21

funding in rates for MGE energy efficiency and education initiatives.22

23
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4. TARIFF CHANGES1

Q. WOULD YOU PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE TARIFF CHANGES BEING2

REQUESTED BY MGE?3

4

A. MGE is filing 42 proposed tariffs sheets that contain either a language or rate5

change. Proposed Sheets Nos. 10, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 31.1, 38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 76,6

77, 79, 83 and 92 reflect the new rates being proposed for each of the tariff7

classes.8

9

Q. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE OTHER TARIFF CHANGES YOU ARE10

PROPOSING BE MADE IN THIS PROCEEDING?11

A. There are a number of tariff changes that MGE believes should be made in this12

proceeding. The first series of proposals focus on providing additional ways to13

help customers maintain service in what is still a challenging economic14

environment. This would include introducing a new energy affordability program15

to assist MGE’s most vulnerable customers in retaining service.16

17

Q. HOW WOULD SUCH A PROGRAM BE STRUCTURED?18

As Company witness Steven Lindsey has said in his direct testimony, the19

Company is not trying to pre-determine exactly how such a program should be20

structured. As in the past, we strongly believe that a collaborative effort21

involving the Commission Staff, the Office of the Public Counsel and other22

interested parties is the best approach for designing a program that is acceptable23

to everyone. That said, I do think that any program should be directed at giving24

customers a greater incentive to continue paying for utility service after the winter25
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heating season ends. One of the problems with past affordability programs is that1

customers tend to migrate off the program, usually by not making required2

payments, once the heating season is over. So measures that address this problem3

would be particularly helpful. Among other things, these include provisions that4

help eligible customers to pay for arrearages that have accumulated during the5

winter heating season. Measures that reduce the monthly charge for summer6

service is another concept that should be considered.7

8

Q. ARE THERE BENEFITS FOR ALL CUSTOMERS IF SUCH9

INCENTIVES ARE EFFECTIVE IN KEEPING MORE CUSTOMERS ON10

THE SYSTEM DURING THE SUMMER SEASON?11

A. Yes. In addition to the obvious benefit for those customers who no longer12

terminate service during the summer, all customers would benefit from the greater13

contribution the customers now staying on the system year around would make to14

the recovery of fixed costs and potentially from cost reductions resulting from the15

Company not having to disconnect and reconnect as many customers between16

winter heating seasons.17

18

Q. PLEASE IDENTIFY THE ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF REVENUE THAT19

COULD BE USED TO FUND OR EXPAND THE COMPANY’S LOW-20

INCOME ENERGY AFFORDABILITY AND WEATHERIZATION21

PROGRAMS.22
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A. These potential sources include the added revenues that would be generated by1

increasing MGE’s late payment charge from .5% to 1.5% and by increasing its2

existing reconnection charge by $30.3

4

Q. WHY DO YOU BELIEVE THESE ARE APPROPRIATE SOURCES OF5

REVENUE TO USE FOR SUCH A PURPOSE?6

A. As Company witness Steven Lindsey explains in his direct testimony, those who7

raise concerns about the propriety of special programs for low-income customers8

often cite what they believe is the inappropriateness of having customers who pay9

their bills on time and in full subsidizing the service of customers who don’t. The10

use of these sources of revenue at least partially addresses that concern in that11

such revenues are only being collected from customers who have paid their bills12

late or who have failed to maintain service. Given this, customers who do not13

want to support the low-income program can avoid doing so by simply making14

timely payments on their utility bills or avoiding a disconnection and15

reconnection event during the summer period. In my view, this should16

substantially lessen any conceptual opposition to using a portion of these revenues17

to help customers with truly special needs. This is especially true if the low-18

income programs to which these revenues are being dedicated are being19

structured in a manner that makes it more likely that all customers will benefit20

from the programs.21

22

Q. WHAT OTHER TARIFF CHANGES ARE YOU SPONSORING?23
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A. It is the Company’s fundamental obligation to ensure that gas is delivered to1

customers in a safe manner. Obviously, it is equally important that customers2

also use natural gas safely on their side of the meter. To promote this latter goal,3

we are also proposing implementation of a “red-tag” program similar to the one4

that was recently approved in Laclede’s rate case.5

6

Q. HOW WOULD THIS PROGRAM WORK?7

A. By way of background, I should note that when MGE field employees activate or8

restore service they will do an inspection of each appliance prior to relighting. In9

those instances where an appliance is not operating up to code, the employee will10

“red-tag” the appliance and advise the customer that it needs to be repaired before11

service can be restored or activated. Understandably, this can be an aggravating12

experience for the customer. If the customer does not have the repairs quickly13

performed by a qualified technician, such a defect can also create safety concerns.14

15

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO ADDRESS THIS16

PROBLEM?17

A. As shown on Tariff Sheet No. R-89, we are proposing that $100,000 of the new18

funding discussed above be set aside to help qualifying low-income customers19

who face a disconnection of service due to appliance or piping defects obtain20

needed repairs so long as the cost for a repair does not exceed $450.00. These are21

the same funding amounts and limits that were proposed by the Company in22

Laclede’s last rate case.23
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Q. WOULD THE CUSTOMER HAVE A CHOICE AS TO WHO MADE THE1

REPAIRS?2

A. Yes, the customer would be free to choose whatever eligible contractor they3

wanted to use to perform the work.4

5

Q. IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING SOMETHING SIMILAR FOR OTHER6

CUSTOMERS?7

A. For all other customers, we are proposing that MGE’s field employees be8

permitted to make minor repairs to defective customer equipment or piping if the9

repair can be made in less than 15 minutes and at an equipment cost of less than10

$20. Like the program for low-income customers, the entire purpose of these11

changes is to correct a condition that threatens public safety and the continued12

receipt of utility service for a modest amount of resources.13

14

Q. IS THE COMPANY ALSO PROPOSING OTHER CUSTOMER-15

ORIENTED PROGRAMS THAT ARE OPEN TO ALL CUSTOMERS?16

A. Yes, as shown Tariff Sheet Nos. 107-107.2, we are proposing to implement an17

EnergyWise program similar to the one that is currently in effect for Laclede.18

This is another example of a program that is designed to assist all customers in19

using natural gas in the most efficient way possible. It does so by offering20

qualifying customers favorable financing terms for the purchase of high-21

efficiency natural gas appliances and equipment.22

Q. ARE THERE OTHER TARIFF CHANGES BEING PROPOSED THAT23

RELATE TO THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS?24
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A. Yes. Another change, as shown on Tariff Sheet Nos. 98-103.6, will revise the1

energy efficiency program in two respects. First, since the EEC members2

common to Laclede’s and MGE’s collaborative have expressed a preference for3

Laclede’s reporting process, the revisions will permit MGE’s reporting and4

evaluation requirements and formats to mirror those of Laclede. Second, the tariff5

expands MGE’s commercial energy efficiency programs to also match the6

programs approved for Laclede’s EEC. This involves adding a number of7

measures and widening the program to include larger use customers in the LGS8

and LV rate classes, rather than just SGS customers.9

10

Q. IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING ANY CHANGES TO ITS PGA/ACA11

TARIFF IN THIS CASE?12

A. Yes. We are proposing that the Commission make, or the parties consider13

making, several revisions to MGE’s PGA/ACA tariffs to make them more14

consistent with Laclede’s. These revisions include incorporation of a gas supply15

incentive mechanism similar in nature to the incentive mechanism in Laclede’s16

tariff and the potential incorporation of gas inventory carrying costs in the PGA17

and the removal of such costs from MGE’s base rates.18

19

Q. WHY IS IT APPROPRIATE TO INCLUDE A GAS SUPPLY INCENTIVE20

MECHANISM IN MGE’S PGA TARIFF SIMILAR TO THE ONE IN21

LACLEDE’S?22

A. The same considerations that prompted the inclusion of such an incentive23

mechanism in Laclede’s tariff – namely the provision of an incentive to promote24
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superior financial results in the procurement of gas supply – are equally1

applicable to MGE and its procurement of such supplies. Accordingly, we have2

included such a mechanism in Tariff Sheets Nos. 24.4 – 24.6.3

4

Q. IS THE INCENTIVE MECHANISM SET FORTH IN THIS TARIFF5

MECHANISM IDENTICAL TO THE ONE CURRENTLY IN EFFECT6

FOR LACLEDE?7

A. It is largely the same. However, the gas supply cost benchmarks have been8

changed to reflect where MGE takes its gas supplies and the tiers have been9

changed to reflect the lower gas supply environment that is prevailing today. We10

are also proposing that the Company’s share of any savings achieved be increased11

from 10% to 20% in light of the more challenging environment for obtaining12

savings.13

14

Q. HAS THE COMPANY PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR MOVING THE15

CARRYING COSTS FOR GAS STORAGE INVENTORIES FROM BASE16

RATES TO THE PGA?17

A. While we have not proposed specific language at this time, we believe this is a18

topic that should be discussed with the Commission and the parties in this case.19

When Laclede’s recovery of gas inventory expenses was moved from base rates20

to the PGA several cases ago, there was a sense that PGA recovery was more21

appropriate given the historical volatility of interest rates and natural gas prices.22

Given these factors, recovery of such costs through the PGA seemed to be the23

best – in fact, the only – way to ensure that customers will not be significantly24
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over or under charged for such costs. Even though we are now in a less volatile1

price environment, that can certainly change and I therefore believe such an2

approach also merits discussion in this case.3

4

Q. ARE THERE OTHER REASONS FOR MAKING OR CONSIDERING5

THESE REVISIONS TO MGE’S PGA TARIFF?6

A. Yes. At some point in the future, it may make sense for a variety of reasons to7

develop a single PGA tariff for both the MGE and Laclede Divisions of Laclede8

Gas Company. Taking steps now to bring more consistency to the two sets of9

tariffs will make that endeavor more feasible if and when the time to consider10

such a combination arrives.11

12

Q. ARE THERE ANY OTHER TARIFF CHANGES YOU ARE PROPOSING?13

A. Yes. There are two other changes I would like to propose. The first is a change14

to Sheet No. 55 to replace the paragraph entitled “Reporting Requirements” with15

a paragraph entitled “Incremental Costs” which uses language currently in the16

Laclede School Aggregation Tariff. MGE furnishes customer and volume17

information associated with the school aggregation tariff in connection with the18

annual ACA filing in response to Staff data requests and so this reporting is more19

of a duplication of information but using a different time period so we are20

requesting that these requirements be eliminated. The purpose at the time of the21

initial tariff filing was to provide information related to the experimental nature of22

the tariff. This is no longer an experimental tariff rate.23
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The second change is to Sheet No. 73 which is the incentive provisions of the1

Economic Development Rider (“EDG”). Paragraph 2 waives the minimum bill as2

defined in the Large Volume rate schedule during the tenure of the EDG contract.3

The intent of this language is not clear and potential customers read the language4

to mean that they will not be charged a fixed charge (customer charge) if they5

have no usage in a particular month. To avoid the misinterpretation of the tariff6

language which was approved before the purchase of MGE by Southern Union in7

1994, we are proposing to eliminate the paragraph in its entirety.8

9

Q. IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING ANY CHANGES TO MGE’S RATE10

DESIGN?11

A. Yes. Our tariffs reflect a refinement of MGE’s straight-fixed variable rate design.12

As Company witness Steven Lindsey has indicated, Laclede is open to13

considering potential alternatives to this rate design during the course of this case.14

For now, however, the Company believes that establishing a winter/summer15

differential in the customer charge component of the rate design is a good first16

step that should be taken in this case.17

18

Q. WHAT DIFFERENTIAL IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING?19

A. We are proposing that the residential customer charge during the summer months20

of April through September be reduced by approximately one-fourth, or $7, to21

$20 per month and that the winter customer charge be increased by an offsetting22

amount.23
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Q. WHEN WOULD THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO MAKE THESE1

CHANGES EFFECTIVE?2

A. To avoid any distortive effect on the Company’s fiscal year earnings, we would3

propose to make this rate design change effective with the beginning of the4

Company’s fiscal year on October 1, 2014. These changes are, of course, before5

the application of any increase.6

7

Q. WHY DO YOU BELIEVE THAT SCULPTING THE CUSTOMER8

CHARGE IN THIS MANNER IS APPROPRIATE?9

A. I believe this change in MGE’s rate design is appropriate for a number of reasons.10

First, such a change would make it less expensive for a customer to maintain11

service during the summer months. This should, in turn, serve to reduce the12

incentive that customers currently have to cease taking service during that period.13

Such a result should also benefit all customers by promoting a greater14

contribution to fixed costs and by reducing the costs incurred by the Company for15

disconnecting and reconnecting customers.16

17

Q. DO YOU BELIEVE CUSTOMERS WOULD FIND THIS KIND OF18

CHANGE APPEALING?19

A. Yes, I believe customers would find such a change attractive since it would lower20

their charges for utility service during a period when their usage is also less and21

the expectation for lower charges is higher. It would also provide a modest offset22

to the higher cost of electricity that many customers face during the summer23

period due to cooling needs.24
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Q. IS THIS A GOOD TIME TO MAKE SUCH A CHANGE?1

A. I think it is an ideal time to make such a change given the significant degree to2

which the gas costs normally paid by customers during the winter period have3

declined. As a result, sculpting rates in the manner being proposed would4

rebalance the proportion of costs that are being collected from customers during5

each period to levels that are more consistent with historical experience.6

7
8

Q. DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?9

A. Yes it does.10






















































































